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DESCRIPTION

St. Louis, Missouri, 20¢-10¢ Black on Gray Lilac, Se-Tenant Pair
(11X5-11X6), Both Type II, Positions 3-4, large margins except cut into
outer frameline at left, deep impression on crisp grayish paper, tied by
two single pen strokes and also tied at lower right by red “St. Louis
Mo. May 31” (1846) circular datestamp, matching “PAID” handstamp
and manuscript “30” triple 10¢ rate on blue folded letter datelined
“Banking House of W. Nisbet & Co., Saint Louis, May 30th, 1846” to
Charnley & Whelen in Philadelphia

PROVENANCE

Charnley & Whelen correspondence, H. R. Harmer sale, 12/13/1948,
lot 35

Siegel Auction Galleries, 1964 Rarities of the World, 2/27/1964, Sale
267, lot 23

John D. Pope III, John A. Fox sale, 12/1/1984, lot 57

Margie and Robert Faiman, Bennett sale, 10/31/2003, lot 100, to
William H. Gross

CENSUS, LITERATURE AND EXHIBITION REFERENCES

USPCS census no. 21188
https://www.uspcs.org/resource-center/censuses/postmasters-provision-
als-cover-census/

Scott R. Trepel, “United States Classic Covers” (special color feature 
for AMERIPEX 1986), Chronicle 130, May 1986

ANPHILEX 1971 (Pope)

World Stamp Show 2016 Court of Honor (Gross)

CERTIFICATION

The Philatelic Foundation (1985)

CONDITION NOTES

Very Fine cover with light horizontal file fold; tiny scissors-cut in top
margin clear of design and not noted on certificate

HISTORY AND COMMENTARY

The St. Louis “Bears” Stamps
The basic design of the St. Louis provisional stamps—two

bears holding the state coat of arms—was chosen to symbol-
ize Missourians’ rugged durability. The “Bears” engraving
is one of the most elaborate of all United States Postmasters’
Provisionals, and the stamps themselves are the most popu-
lar with collectors
The Missouri Republican,November 5, 1845, contained the

following notice:

LETTER STAMPS. Mr. Wimer, the postmaster, has pre-
pared a set of letter stamps, or rather marks, to be put
upon letters, indicating that the postage has been paid.
In this he has copied after the plan adopted by the
postmaster of New York and other cities. These stamps
are engraved to represent the Missouri Coat of Arms,
and are five and ten cents. They are so prepared that
they may be stuck upon a letter like a wafer and will
prove a great convenience to merchants and all those
having many letters to send post paid, as it saves all
trouble of paying at the post-office. They will be sold
as they are sold in the East, viz.: Sixteen five-cent
stamps and eight ten-cent stamps for a dollar. We
would recommend merchants and others to give them
a trial.

In the same paper one week later (November 12, 1845) a
follow-up announcement appeared:

POST-OFFICE STAMPS. Mr. Wimer, the postmaster, re-
quests us to say that he will furnish nine ten-cent
stamps and eighteen five-cent stamps for one dollar,
the difference being required to pay for the printing
of the stamps.

It seems likely that the second, more abbreviated an-
nouncement was published to amend the number of stamps
sold for a dollar from “sixteen” to “eighteen” for the 5¢ and
“eight” to “nine” for the 10¢, which corresponds to 90 cents
in stamps for one dollar in money. The earlier 80 cents for a
dollar exchange rate might have been too high for the public
to bear.
The ambiguous wording of the announcements does not

tell us if the stamps were available when the first announce-
ment was made (November 5) or at the time of the second
announcement (November 12). However, the earliest docu-
mented use of any St. Louis “Bears” stamp is the cover post-
marked November 13 (1845) on a letter dated November 12
(Siegel Sale 993, lot 6).

LOT 11°

The unique St. Louis “Bears” cover with a 10¢ and 20¢ se-tenant pair—one of
two recorded examples of this combination multiple and the only se-tenant
“Bears” multiple known on cover—an iconic Postmasters’ Provisional rarity
and one of the greatest items in classic United States philately

ESTIMATE $150,000-200,000

continued on next page
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St. Louis “Bears” Printing Plate
The “Bears” were printed from an engraved copper plate com-

prising six subjects arranged in two vertical rows of three. The orig-
inal plate was made by a local engraver, J. M. Kershaw, and it was
altered twice. The states of the plate (1, 2 and 3) roughly correspond
to the papers used (Greenish, Gray Lilac and Bluish Pelure), so phi-
latelists say there were three printings (First, Second and Third).
The three states of the plate are shown and described below.
On Plate 1 there were three 5¢ subjects in the vertical row at left

(we refer to the positions on the sheet, which are mirrored on the
plate) and three 10¢ subjects at right. To fill the need for 20¢
stamps, the denominations on two of the 5¢ subjects (Positions 1
and 3) were burnished out and reengraved with “20,” creating Plate
2. After some time the two 5¢ values were restored by burnishing
out the “20” and reengraving “5,” which is Plate 3. The three 10¢
subjects were untouched throughout the modifications to Positions
1 and 3. The 5¢ Position 5 was slightly altered on Plate 3 by adding
a large dot to the inside of the ball at the bottom of the “5.”

St. Louis “Bears” Papers
The first paper used was greenish in color. The earliest recorded

use is November 13, 1845, one week after the first newspaper an-
nouncement of the issue. Most of the Greenish paper supply was
used in combination with Plate 1, comprising three 5¢ subjects in
the vertical row at left and three 10¢ subjects at right. A small supply
of Greenish paper was used with Plate 2, which contained the two
20¢ subjects. As a rule, 5¢ and 10¢ stamps on Greenish paper (Scott
11X1-2) from Plate 2 cannot be distinguished from the Plate 1 print-
ing, although Plate 2 stamps on Greenish must be considerably
rarer. The 20¢ on Greenish (Scott 11X3) is a great rarity with only
six recorded, which indicates that the number of Greenish paper
sheets used in conjunction with Plate 2 must have been very small.
Gray Lilac paper replaced Greenish paper (earliest recorded use

is February 27, 1846) and was only used in conjunction with Plate
2. Of the 20¢ stamps, all except the six known on Greenish paper
are printed on Gray Lilac (Scott 11X6). Because only one position
furnished the 5¢ value, the 5¢ on Gray Lilac (Scott 11X4) is a very

1—Original State

Pos. 1: 5¢ Ty. I            Pos. 2: 10¢ Ty. I
Pos. 3: 5¢ Ty. II            Pos. 4: 10¢ Ty. II
Pos. 5: 5¢ Ty. III           Pos. 6: 10¢ Ty. III

The types are assigned to each position of the
same value. They can be identified by the bears’
positions and other minor differences.

2—First Alteration

Pos. 1: 20¢ Ty. I           Pos. 2: 10¢ Ty. I
Pos. 3: 20¢ Ty. II          Pos. 4: 10¢ Ty. II
Pos. 5: 5¢ Ty. III*         Pos. 6: 10¢ Ty. III

* On this state of the plate, there is no large
dot in the bottom ball of “5”

Red frame around Positions 3-4 (lot 11)

3—Second Alteration

Pos. 1: 5¢ Ty. IV*         Pos. 2: 10¢ Ty. I
Pos. 3: 5¢ Ty. V*          Pos. 4: 10¢ Ty. II
Pos. 5: 5¢ Ty. III**       Pos. 6: 10¢ Ty. III

* The two “5” numerals are re-engraved
** On this state of the plate, a dot has been
engraved in the bottom ball of “5”

Three States of the St. Louis “Bears” Plate

Lot 11 continued
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rare stamp. The Plate 2 printing on Gray Lilac also furnished the
only recorded examples of se-tenant multiples, in which stamps of
more than one denomination are joined together.
The last paper used is classified as Pelure, which is extremely thin

and fragile. This paper was used only in conjunction with Plate 3,
containing the two restored 5¢ values in addition to the bottom 5¢
and three 10¢ at right (no 20¢ on Pelure is known). The earliest
recorded date of use of Pelure paper is November 25, 1846, which
is a folded letter bearing a 10¢ Position 2 with an impression of the
reengraved 5¢ Position 1 on back. This remarkable item provides
the earliest use of Plate 3 as well as Pelure paper. Any stamp on
Pelure paper is a rarity.

Combination Multiples—Se-Tenant
Se-tenant translates from French as meaning “joined together” or

“holding together.” It is used in philately to describe a multiple (pair
or larger) in which more than one design or denomination are
joined together. Se-tenant multiples of classic stamps are highly
prized, and most are very rare. Among United States Postmasters’
Provisionals, there are only three issues produced from plates con-
taining more than one denomination: Baltimore, Providence and
St. Louis. There is no known genuine se-tenant example of the Bal-
timore 5¢ and 10¢ provisionals. Se-tenant multiples of the Provi-
dence 5¢ and 10¢ are readily available in unused condition, due to
the survival of remainder sheets.
Of the St. Louis “Bears,” there are only six recorded se-tenant

multiples. All are on Gray Lilac paper—there are currently no
recorded se-tenant multiples on Greenish or Pelure papers, but in
theory they could exist. The six recorded multiples are listed below.
There is only one St. Louis “Bears” se-tenant multiple known on
cover, which is the cover offered in this sale.

1  5¢-10¢ Positions 5-6, horizontal pair on Gray Lilac (11X4-
11X5), red circular datestamp, 5¢ faint corner crease; ex
Siegel 1978 Rarities sale (lot 17) as part of a reconstruction;
Faiman (Bennett sale, 10/31/2003, lot 96)

2   5¢-10¢-10¢ Positions 4/5-6, L-shaped strip of three on Gray
Lilac (11X4-11X5), pen cancels, ex Caspary (H. R. Harmer
sale, 11/15/1955, lot 141); B. D. Phillips; Siegel 1979 Rarities
sale (lot 15) as part of a reconstruction; Faiman (Bennett sale,
10/31/2003, lot 97)

3   5¢-10¢-10¢-10¢ Positions 2/4/5-6, L-shaped block of four on
Gray Lilac (11X4-11X5), pen cancels (tiny break); ex Lapham;
Siegel 1977 Rarities sale (lot 22); Siegel 2000 Rarities sale (lot
16); Siegel 2007 Rarities sale (lot 13)

4   20¢-20¢-5¢ Positions 1/3/5, vertical strip of three on Gray Lilac
(11X6-11X4), pen cancels, on large piece of cover with May
26 (1846) datestamp; ex Worthington; Peyton (“Isleham”) col-
lection in Siegel AMERIPEX sale (lot 1030); Faiman (Bennett
sale, 10/31/2003, lot 98); Philip T. Wall (Siegel Sale 947, lot 8)

5   20¢-10¢ Positions 1-2, horizontal pair on Gray Lilac (11X6-
11X5), pen cancels, 10¢ crease and small thin; ex Ayer; Jenk-
ins; Worthington; Gibson; Siegel 1980 Rarities sale (lot 14);
Faiman (Bennett sale, 10/31/2003, lot 99)

6   20¢-10¢ Positions 3-4, horizontal pair on Gray Lilac (11X6-
11X5), tied by pen cancel and red May 31 (1846) datestamp
on folded cover to Charnley & Whelen, Philadelphia, ex 
H. R. Harmer sale, 12/13/1948, lot 35; Siegel 1964 Rarities sale
(lot 23); Pope (Fox sale, 12/1/1984, lot 57); Faiman (Bennett
sale, 10/31/2003, lot 100), the cover offered in this sale

St. Louis “Bears” Discoveries
Five large groups of St. Louis “Bears” on covers have been dis-

covered since the 1845 issue date, providing most of the known
stamps and covers.
In 1869 J. W. Scott acquired a correspondence bearing 50 of the

5¢, 100 of the 10¢ and three 20¢ stamps, probably all of which have
been removed from their original covers.
In 1880 the Riggs correspondence produced 20 examples of the

5¢ and 10¢. In 1889 the J. & J. Stuart correspondence provided 25
examples of the 5¢ and 10¢, most on the rare Pelure paper.
The huge “Louisville” find in 1895, salvaged by a janitor who

was burning papers, yielded 75 of the 5¢, 46 of the 10¢ and 16 of
the 20¢, including se-tenant multiples that revealed the plate con-
figuration and proved the authenticity of the 20¢ stamps, which had
been in question since 1869. All of the stamps in the Louisville find
were found on covers addressed to Tyler & Rutherford, a banking
firm in Louisville, but many of the stamps were later removed. 
Additional material from the Tyler & Rutherford correspondence
surfaced around 1902 and was acquired by C. H. Mekeel.
In 1912 the first portion of the Charnley & Whelen correspon-

dence reached philatelists, which provided another six of the 5¢, 61
of the 10¢ and 16 of the 20¢. Additional Charnley & Whelen covers
were sold over the next three decades. The cover offered here
comes from the December 1948 H. R. Harmer sale. The letter was
mailed by the banking firm of Nisbet & Company.
The two largest St. Louis “Bears” correspondences were ad-

dressed to Tyler & Rutherford in Louisville, a distance under 300
miles, and to Charnley & Whelen in Philadelphia, a distance over
300 miles. The postage rates in effect during that period were 5¢
for any distance under 300 miles and 10¢ for 300 miles and over.
The 20¢-10¢ se-tenant pair on this cover pays the triple 10¢ rate
per half ounce, which is confirmed by the “30” rate marking in man-
uscript.
Considering the fate of so many “Bears” stamps, which were

soaked off letters to fit into collectors’ albums before appreciation
of covers fully developed, the survival of this remarkable artifact of
United States postal history is truly fortuitous. ◼

Henry Mitchell, The State Arms of the Union,
published by L. Prang & Co., 1876




